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Reference: PDSBIARM01
EAN13: 8057730887915

            

Pendant lamp with textile cable and silicone details - Made in Italy - Bulb
included
Finish: White
Light bulb: Without bulb

Descrizione

A colorful pendant lamp, made with durable materials and smart price that will be appreciated by all lovers ofColor
Pop style!

The coloured silicone finishes and the matching textile cables we have chosen for you, make this ceiling lamp the
ideal solution to give a touch of colour to your interiors and have fun playing with nuances and shades: choose the
brightest colours to light up the room, or opt for pastel tones if you want a more attenuated result.
This pendant lamp is perfect for giving personality to a kitchen, giving colour to a dining room orlighting your kids'
bedroom.

The chandelier is ready to be installed by expert hands and can be purchased complete with bulb: we have chosen
for you the A60 Drop LED bulb with curved spiral filament, but alternatively you can have a look at our assortment of
designer LED bulbs to find the one that best suits your style.

Each Creative-Cables lamp is designed, and assembled in Italy and is tested and CE certified by independent
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laboratories according to the strictest regulations in force: one more reason for choosing Creative-Cables quality.

PLEASE NOTE: Some of the images shown are examples of multiple pendant configurations that can be created by
purchasing multiple suspensions. The item for sale is a lighting installation with only ONE pendant.

Scheda tecnica

Hanging lamp composed of:
120 cm of 2x0.75 textile cable of the selected color
1 silicone ceiling rose of the selected finish
1 E27 smooth lamp holder
1 E27 silicone lamp holder cup of the selected finish

Made in Italy

Light bulb [CBL700110]: LED, A60, 3W, 470 Lm, 2200K, E27, F, width 60 mm, height 105 mm, dimmable
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